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https://www.facebook.com/groups/1475507099147432/
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Pop-rock is alive and well. In a world dominated by formulaic harmonies, predictable riffs and copy-
and-paste lyrics, Lethbridge Owen draw from the creative spirit of great artists from Lindsay 
Buckingham to Jimi Hendrix, from Heart to Bonnie Raitt, producing songs of beauty, sincerity and 

emotional weight across a range of styles that defies pigeon-holing. The formidable songwriting and 
performing duo of Jimmy Owen (guitar-vocals) and Kelly Louise Lethbridge (vocals) unites Jimmy’s 
jaw-dropping instrumental virtuosity and harmonic flare with Kelly’s gorgeously soulful vocals, powerful 
stage presence and instinct for melodic line, backed by the inimitable rhythm section of Erik Stams 

(drums) and Noah Nelson (bass) plus guests. The on-stage chemistry that results is truly 
captivating. Lethbridge Owen are fast becoming known as one of the UK’s most respected up-
and-coming original folk-rock acts, with some of London’s top instrumentalists knocking down the 

door to join their ranks.
 

Media momentum around the forthcoming first album Mind Over Matter has built throughout 2018, 
with universally glowing pre-release press focusing on the album’s striking eclecticism underscored 
by flawless production values. The analogy with Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours is an apt one. Mind Over 
Matter is a journey through an ever-changing landscape of styles and sounds, from punching 
hook-laden ‘Two Steps Forward’ through country classic ‘Leaving Home’ to the ethereal ‘Taking 
Over Me’, kicked off by the instant earworm first single ‘All We Have Is Hope’ with its soaring 
melodies and irresistible groove. Jimmy and Kelly’s writing process is collaborative and organic, with 

craftsmanship and intense attention to detail always their guiding principles.
 

Guitar lovers will be drawn to Jimmy’s obsession with tone, achieved through a combination of 
virtuosic skill and dexterity with often-rare vintage gear such as ‘70s echo plex and ‘60s Marshall 
plexi, which together with the band’s rich vocal harmonies gives Lethbridge Owen its distinctive big 

panoramic sound. In 2018-19 Jimmy’s solo career hit new heights, with his increasingly wide 
recognition as a uniquely gifted talent resulting in an invitation from bassist Chris Maresh of his 
longtime hero Eric Johnson, one of the world’s most revered guitarists, to record an album in 

Austin in spring 2019. Chris is actually featured on ‘Mind Over Matter’ on the single ‘Re-Inspire’. 
Beautifully summed up by John Dryland of Cargo Records, “Lethbridge Owen’s always immaculate 
vocals, subtle and mature songwriting combined with stellar performances all round and with Jimmy 
Owen’s fantastic tone and incredible guitar playing make this band a must-see. Lethbridge Owen 

really is one to watch out for.”
 

Lethbridge Owen’s favourite artists and biggest influences include Fleetwood Mac, John Meyer, 
Heart, Lesley Duncan, Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, Bonnie Raitt, Cream, Led Zeppelin, Trucks 

Tedeschi, James Taylor, Carole King, Joni Mitchell, Paul Simon, Pink Floyd, First Aid Kit, Fairport 
Convention, Big Wreck – and many more.
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“Lethbridge Owen's always immaculate vocals, subtle and mature songwriting combined with 
stellar performances all round and with Jimmy Owen’s fantastic tone and incredible guitar 
playing make this band a must see. Lethbridge Owen really is one to watch out for."

John Dryland (Cargo Records)
 

Press
“Put simply, Lethbridge Owen are what ‘The Rumours’ line-up of Fleetwood Mac could have been 

if they hadn’t imploded. Superb!! I love the little percussive pushes, pristine harmonies, lovely 
production and intricate guitar work - it all flows!”

Pete Feenstra
 

“Lethbridge Owen’s new music crosses genre boundaries with panache and class; echoes 
of Fleetwood Mac with a modern, vibrant application and fully from the heart. Thoughtful, 

fresh and engaging, this is music that everyone should give a chance. It will richly 
reward those that do.”

Great Music Stories - featured artist for August - Guy Bellamy
 

“WOW! You’ll go far. Great vocals and playing and of course, great songs. Congrats.”
Marcus Malone - Malone/Sibunn Band (Robert Plant, Led Zeppelin)

 

“This brilliant LP is filled with musical quality, 
melodic intelligence and celestial harmony. The 
songs, created with love, shine with lucid 

harmony and take listeners on an emotional 
journey, and Kelly and Jimmy’s chemistry is 
truly captivating. If you like the idea of a 
Connie Smith / Linda Ronstadt-style soulful, 
countrified voice accompanied by a Lindsey 
Buckingham type performer, you’re going to 
love this. This album’s expressive sounds are 
designed to provide relief and release from 
everyday hardships – and maybe now, more 
than ever, we need beautiful and thoughtful 

music in our lives.”
Neil Mach

 

““Jimmy’s incredible guitar playing was matched 
by Kelly’s strong vocals. Kelly and Jimmy 

harmonise perfectly together, with Jimmy’s guitar 
playing the stand-out feature of the duo, ranging 
from a classical guitar style on some songs to a 
full band sound (by use of a loop pedal) on 
others. Certainly a group to watch out for.” 

W21 Music
 

"Lethbridge Owen are being called England’s answer 
to Buckingham/Nicks: West Coast influenced but with 
sounds of country, folk, and even some Rolling Stones 
and Tom Petty there. 'All We Have Is Hope' has a 
lovely melancholic feel where the Fleetwood Mac 

influence is heard straight away, though Kelly’s voice 
has more of the sweetness of Christine McVie than

 Stevie Nicks. These songs will suit many tastes, from lovers of California-style AOR to Linda Ronstadt and 
of course 70s rock, not forgetting jazz and funk. Jimmy and Kelly duet beautifully with a nice mix of 
harmonies, great intricate guitar grooves and licks, and wonderful tight arrangements. It's great to see 
homegrown talent bring a little sunshine into these somewhat dark and gloomy times.” Dave Martin
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